What is Eternal SPIRIT fighting for

Eternal SPIRIT is committed to promoting the legalization of assisted voluntary death (AVD) in all countries.

Eternal SPIRIT will consider the applications for AVD, which are addressed by members of lifecircle to the Eternal SPIRIT Foundation. Eternal SPIRIT realizes them, if they are approved.

Eternal SPIRIT supports lifecircle, as well as other institutions that promote self-determination as part of the foundation’s statute.

Legalization of assisted voluntary death (AVD)

AVD should be legalized in the countries where it is still banned today. Eternal SPIRIT works worldwide in as many countries as possible for the legalization of AVD.

AVD for people living outside of Switzerland

Persons from abroad should not have to travel to Switzerland in order to redeem them from incurable diseases. They should have that right in their home country. As long as this is not ensured, Eternal SPIRIT offers AVD not only to Swiss citizens, but also to persons from abroad, according to Swiss law.

Improving quality of life

Eternal SPIRIT supports lifecircle financially in order to insure quality of life for as long as possible and as high as possible.

What does AVD mean

As the word itself says, this is someone going into an assisted voluntary death. Voluntary means that the person decides without any influence (or even pressure) from anybody, but their own conviction, to end their life personally. Assisted means that the member applies the drug in a lethal dose in the presence of an employee of Eternal SPIRIT, who has experience in AVD. AVD very often takes place in the presence of relatives, friends or acquaintances, always according to the wishes of the member. No one ever goes alone and lonely into death with an AVD.

How does an AVD take place

The Member of lifecircle represents a request for AVD to the trustees of the Eternal SPIRIT Foundation. They will decide whether the reason for the application meets the guidelines of the foundation and they eventually forward the documents for further assessment to a Swiss physician. This Swiss physician will assess the request on the basis of medical reports enclosed, and after two personal discussions with the member.

For a person from abroad two detailed discussions with a Swiss doctor are compulsory, during which will be clarified whether the death wish meets with Swiss guidelines. A person from abroad must therefore expect to stay in Switzerland for at least 3-4 days before an AVD can be realized. Swiss citizens are ideally assessed by their general practitioner, or if this is not possible, by a consulting physician of the Eternal SPIRIT Foundation.

As soon as the Swiss doctor gives the o.k., an appointment can be scheduled for an AVD within one or two days. For Swiss citizens the AVD takes place in their homes or on the premises of Eternal SPIRIT, for persons from outside of Switzerland the AVD takes place in general on the premises of Eternal SPIRIT.

The member signs his/her wish for dying once again, the day the AVD takes place. The member takes a drug that prevents vomiting, then he/she can either drink the lethal medication or take it by an intravenous drop. The supply of the drug will be filmed. This is the only reliable evidence that proves that the member has executed the application himself/herself and in full awareness. Falling asleep occurs within a few minutes, death usually follows within half an hour. For the attending relatives and friends the whole process is not very
stressful and they are supervised as required by the accompanying employee of Eternal SPIRIT. After determination of death, the accompanying person reports an extraordinary death to the police. This is required by Swiss law. A forensic scientist and a person of the public prosecution may also be called. Their task is to ascertain whether all the requirements of Swiss law were met. Witnesses can be interviewed, but this occurs rarely.

If the authorities have released the deceased, he/she is then taken over by a funeral service. Persons from abroad are advised to accept a cremation, the urn can easily be transferred home.

**Who is eligible for an AVD**

There are diseases which are not curable with all medical procedures and which sometimes cannot be stopped in their progression. People who suffer from such an illness, can be severely disabled and in need of nursing care over a long period of time. In this situation, some people do not want to continue to bear their fate because they see no sense in a life in complete dependence and without their own activity. Some people feel the need to be nursed as not dignified, they do not want to be wrapped and washed like an infant. Some diseases cause pains that can be made bearable only with such high doses of morphine and sedatives that the patient is unconscious. Those who do not accept to be nursed without hope of improvement, may be eligible for AVD.

Also people with a disease which is incurable and clearly leads to reduction in quality of life, although it does not lead to death in the near future (such as dementia, multiple sclerosis, motor neuron disease, quadriplegia, to mention just a few) are eligible for AVD.

**Who is NOT eligible for AVD**

- Minors
- Incapable of discernment
- Mentally ill people without serious physical suffering

**Membership and AVD**

A membership with *lifecircle* is compulsory for the application for an AVD.